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Eventually, you will completely discover a other experience and success by spending more cash. yet when? attain you acknowledge that you require to get those all needs subsequent to having signiﬁcantly cash? Why dont you attempt to acquire something basic in the beginning? Thats something that
will guide you to understand even more in relation to the globe, experience, some places, once history, amusement, and a lot more?
It is your extremely own grow old to sham reviewing habit. among guides you could enjoy now is Ivy Rose Alyssa 1 Chronicles Allure The Lure below.

KEY=CHRONICLES - HUNTER JULISSA
LURE (THE ALLURE CHRONICLES #1)
Alyssa Rose Ivy There's danger in the beauty... Two years, six months, and twenty-ﬁve days. That's how long it had been since I'd seen my winged hero— not that I'd been counting. I'd suﬀered through years of counseling just to convince my friends and family that I
wasn't crazy and knew he didn't exist. But he did. And I was done waiting. Days after college graduation I headed back down to New Orleans to retrace my steps and ﬁnd Owen again only to ﬁnd my life was about to get even crazier... thanks to the most beautiful and
dangerous of all paranormal creatures, the Allures. *New Adult Paranormal Romance*

SEDUCTION'S KISS (THE ALLURE CHRONICLES)
Alyssa Rose Ivy Never agree to a road trip to New Orleans with your roommate. At least not when your roommate is dragging you along while she reconnects with an ex-boyfriend. Possible consequences of failing to take my advice: 1) Unknowingly going out with a
vampire stripper. 2) Getting kidnapped by said vampire's nest mates. 3) Falling head over heels for your winged hero. Believe it or not number 3 is the worst one, especially when no one believes you that he exists. *New Adult Paranormal Romance - Prequel Novella to
the Allure Chronicles*

LOVE (THE ALLURE CHRONICLES #4)
Alyssa Rose Ivy There is nothing more powerful than love. Daisy and Owen never catch a break. After being torn apart by the powerful and ruthless Elders, the sweetness of their reunion is tempered by the knowledge that Daisy's emotions may soon disappear again.
With loyal friends by their side, Daisy and Owen will stop at nothing to save her, and their love. *New Adult Paranormal Romance - New Adult Fantasy Romance*

LOST (THE ALLURE CHRONICLES #3)
Alyssa Rose Ivy When all that you love is left behind, you are lost… Owen is devastated. He was willing to give up everything for Daisy, but she refused. He wants to believe there is a way to bring her back, even if it means getting help from the unlikeliest of sources.
Daisy is numb. She has lost any ability to feel human emotion. Her dreams are her only escape from her dull existence, and even those are fading. Owen and Daisy are both lost, and only their love for each other will bring them back together. *New Adult Paranormal
Romance*

FOREVER LOVE
A FRIENDS TO LOVERS COLLECTION
Alyssa Rose Ivy Sometimes the best relationships start with friendship… *Contains three full length NA Romance novels* On The Rocks Love is best served on the rocks. My roommates look really good naked. At least one of them does. I’m sure the other one does too, but
I haven’t seen him without his pants on. Living with two guys wasn’t something I’d ever considered, but the opportunity fell in my lap, and I’d have been crazy to turn it down. College went by in a great big blur leaving me with less of a direction than I had going in.
Add in a family that wanted nothing to do with me, and my post-college plans were less than clear. What’s a girl to do when she has nowhere else to turn? She moves to the Outer Banks and learns to bartend. After all, it was my horrible bartending skills that led me to
my roommate’s bed and into his heart. The Hazards of Sleeping with a Friend Warning: Sleeping with a friend might change your life forever. Sleeping with Kyle was never in the plans. Pretending to be his girlfriend was one thing, but letting our relationship become
anything but platonic was another. The problem with mixing friendship with sex is that inevitably feelings get involved, and when that happens there's no turning back. When Kyle's life fell apart around him, I needed to help, but doing that meant opening myself up to
the most terrifying thing in the world—falling in love. Life After Falling One tangled cassette tape. Two tangled lives. Cassidy snaps. She quits her job and ﬁancé all in the same day and ends up on her parents’ doorstep. In the midst of everything she is determined to
ﬁx a broken cassette tape that she thinks holds the key to rediscovering happiness. On her quest to ﬁx the tape she meets Leo, a guy as down on his luck as she is lost. What starts with curiosity leads to something resembling a relationship and maybe a chance at love.
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THE EMPIRE CHRONICLES BOOKS 1-3
Alyssa Rose Ivy The Empire Chronicles Books 1-3: The ﬁrst three novels in the NA Paranormal Romance series The Empire Chronicles. Soar In the city that never sleeps the Chronicles continue… Serving coﬀee is temporary, just like Casey's year oﬀ from school. She’s
going to come up with a plan to stay in New York City and go back to college, and that plan does not involve dating a paranormal creature—let alone two. Running the supernatural society of New York is not as fun as it sounds, especially when you still have to answer
to your ex-girlfriend’s ﬁancé. Toby doesn’t mean to bring Casey into the chaos of his life, but he can't resist the girl who makes him smile when he thought no one else ever could. Jared's in New York checking out a security risk for his best friend, the king. He plans to
return to New Orleans quickly, but not if it means losing his chance with the brunette who pretends she wants nothing to do with him. In over her head with a bunch of winged creatures who most deﬁnitely are not angels, Casey has to ﬁgure out who to trust with her
life and maybe her heart. Search Casey isn't human. The revelation should terrify her, but it doesn't. Instead it excites her. Too bad not everyone is as excited as she is. Torn between two lives, the only one she's ever known and her life as a paranormal princess, Casey
has to decide whether she can trust the man she loves. Sometimes being a princess isn't all it's cracked up to be. Stay Nothing could possibly get worse. Everything and everyone that could be in jeopardy already is, and Jared knows that he is The Society's only hope. If
he doesn't ﬁnd a way to escape he fails everyone including Vera, the bear shifter he can't seem to get out of his head. Casey and Toby are in love. Head over heels in love, but is their love strong enough to survive a magic so powerful that Casey's mind is no longer in
her control? Vera will do anything to help her sister, and unfortunately that means she is well acquainted with Jared, the most frustrating man she has ever met. Now she has to ﬁnd a way to ﬁght her annoyance and growing attraction long enough to help save Levi and
Allie. Racing against the clock, all four must face their greatest fears to save The Society and all the people they love.

TORN (THE PTERON CHRONICLES #1)
Alyssa Rose Ivy Two powerful shifters: one of feathers and one of ﬂame. Hailey is torn. Everything she thought she knew about her life has been turned on its head, and she no longer knows where she belongs. Losing her job and possibly her best friend makes her
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desperate—as does the reality that everything she loves might be destroyed. Wyatt wants one thing more than anything else. Hailey. He has waited centuries to ﬁnd his mate, and he will let nothing, not even an unimaginable evil, get in his way. ** Paranormal
Shapeshifter Romance** 1

HUNT (THE GRIZZLY BROTHERS CHRONICLES #1)
Alyssa Rose Ivy There's a new Alpha in town and he just found his mate, she just doesn't know it yet. Welcome to Crestview, Montana. Population ~1000 and not all of those are human. After his brother is murdered, Ian must step up to become Alpha of his bear shifter
pack. At the same time law student Mara shows up in town, and Ian knows she’s destined to be his mate. When a rival pack lays claim to Mara, Ian and his brothers will stop at nothing to protect her. *New Adult Paranormal Romance*

TEMPT (THE PTERON CHRONICLES #2)
Alyssa Rose Ivy Some ﬂames are eternal... As if being one of the few female Pterons wasn’t hard enough, now Hailey is a hybrid. She doesn’t have time to even accept her new lightness nature before she’s tasked with saving the only world she’s ever known. Wyatt will
do anything to help Hailey— that is if he can adjust to major changes of his own. With the fate of humanity hanging in the balance they must accept a challenge beyond any they have ever faced. *New Adult Paranormal Romance*1

THE DIRE WOLVES CHRONICLES
Alyssa Rose Ivy Explore the world of the Dire Wolves… Three full-length novels. Contains complete Series. DIRE Gage was the ﬁrst guy I ever wanted. He was my ﬁrst crush and my ﬁrst fantasy, but he wasn't my ﬁrst in any other way because he never saw me as anything
more than a friend— at least not until the night that changed everything. It was all Gage's fault. He insisted we drive through the storm and take the back roads. By the time the storm hit full force we had no chance. One night of snowbound sex changed our
relationship forever. The problem was at the same time I caught another guy’s attention. This other guy happened to be the alpha of a pack of shifter wolves. I thought the wolves were the worst of my problems, but I was wrong. When things went from bad to worse I
had to make a lifelong sacriﬁce to save Gage, but what price is too much to save the one you love? DUSK After you have sacriﬁced your freedom what else is there to lose? Mary Anne has given her word to Hunter that she’ll stay as his mate, but every second she
spends with him takes her further away from Gage when he needs her the most. Caught between love and duty, Mary Anne discovers that her troubles are just beginning, and that sometimes love comes at a great price. DAWN It is always darkest before dawn. Gage
and Mary Anne are on the run and determined to break Hunter out of prison so he can ﬁnish changing Gage. They look to Mary Anne’s college friend Genevieve and the zany Dire Denny for assistance, but in the end, help comes from the unlikeliest of places. Hunter
must end the hunt even if it means destroying his own brother and giving up on the girl destined to be his. With betrayal surrounding him at every turn, his best chance at ending the hunt is someone he is sworn to hate. *New Adult Paranormal Romance*

HEAT (THE GRIZZLY BROTHERS CHRONICLES #2)
Alyssa Rose Ivy Mara has power—power she isn't sure she wants, but after awakening a demon she has no choice but to embrace her abilities. Ian will do anything to have Mara as his mate, but even he is unsure how to protect her from a danger like none he could have
ever imagined. When the heat is on, Mara and Ian will risk everything to ﬁnd their way back to each other. *New Adult Paranormal Romance- Bear Shifter Romance*

CORDED (THE CORDED SAGA #1)
Alyssa Rose Ivy In a world where women are commodities, the only thing more rare than ﬁnding true love is a happy ending. Kayla is in hiding—her only crime being born a girl in a society of 99 percent men. When her sister and niece are kidnapped, she is willing to do
anything to save them. Kayla ventures into the dangerous streets of the city, a place where a woman can be claimed by anyone unless she has been marked by a club. Desperate, she turns to Mason, a powerful club leader whose help comes at a cost—her freedom.
*Dystopian Romance*

FORGED IN LIGHT (THE FORGED CHRONICLES #4)
Alyssa Rose Ivy A love that can transcend time... James has accepted the darkness, sealing both his and Ainsley's fate. The only thing that can save them now is another chance, and only Elron can provide one. With nowhere else to turn, they must journey to the realm of
the dead to meet Ainsley's father, but that journey is nothing compared to the sacriﬁces they will have to make before they have a chance at a happily ever after. *New Adult Fantasy Romance*

HEART OF THE WOLF (THE HEART CHRONICLES #1)
Alyssa Rose Ivy

FORGED IN FIRE (THE FORGED CHRONICLES #3)
Alyssa Rose Ivy A love more powerful than any other, and a darkness intent on destroying it. James and Ainsley are desperate. As darkness nearly consumes James, their only chance is to trust people who may be foes, and hope their love is strong enough to save them
all. *New Adult Fantasy Romance*

FULL MOONS AND MISTLETOE
Alyssa Rose Ivy

CORNERED (THE CORDED SAGA #2)
Alyssa Rose Ivy When all you have left is hope, you ﬁght with all that you are... Kayla will stop at nothing to save her sister and niece even if it means entering Central. Mason will do anything for Kayla even if it means facing the past he no longer remembers. Confronted
head on with crisis after crisis, Kayla and Mason must trust one another enough to pull through and ﬁnd their chance for a happy ending. *New Adult Dystopian Romance* 1

STORM (THE EMPIRE CHRONICLES #5)
Alyssa Rose Ivy Underneath our greatest ﬂaws lie our greatest strengths. Jared barely has time to process the revelation that his mother is a witch before his life is once again turned upside down. He wakes up in a time and place he thought he had left behind with no
clue how to get out. When Vera shows up the stakes are even higher. Racing to ﬁnd a way back to reality and to ﬁx mistakes, both must face new truths about their identities, and what they are made of. *New Adult Paranormal Romance*

FORGED IN ICE (THE FORGED CHRONICLES #2)
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Alyssa Rose Ivy An undying love threatened by darkness... James' worst nightmare has come true. From the grave his father has poisoned the woman he loves, and James will do anything to save her. Ainsley is stuck in a world she barely knows. She struggles to come to
terms with the new life she never asked for and her intense connection with James. When darkness threatens to destroy everything, they must face their greatest fears and the possibility their love is no match for the darkness. *New Adult Fantasy Romance*

FORGED IN STONE (THE FORGED CHRONICLES #1)
Alyssa Rose Ivy The son of darkness is all grown up... James is a Guardian. He is tasked with protecting the most important person in his world. For eight years he has done his job without complaint, but he has grown tired of living under the shadow of a father who is
responsible for the most unimaginable violence and destruction his world has ever known. Ainsley is at a loss for what to do with her life. She hates her two dead end jobs and the family who betrayed her. She has resigned herself to living one day at a time, but she
longs for an escape from her lonely life. When Ainsley ﬁnds James in her bed, their two lives and worlds collide. They may have both found exactly what they need, but the darkness James has been running from his whole life has just caught up. *New Adult Fantasy
Romance*

HEART OF THE LION (THE HEART CHRONICLES)
Alyssa Rose Ivy Sometimes love needs a second chance… Lion shifter Asher cannot believe his bad luck when he is sent back to his hometown to protect the girl who shattered his heart. He is a member of an elite supernatural force, not a babysitter. But it only takes a
glance to remember why he loved Kelley so much. And soon he discovers that the love of his life is being targeted by a horriﬁc breed of supernatural creatures. Kelley is an artist trying to make her mark on the world while struggling to understand why anyone would
want to hurt her. The last thing she needs is a distraction in the form of the only man she ever loved. As the attacks grow more serious, Kelley and Asher’s feelings for each other reignite, and both must decide if they are ready to put their hearts on the line for a
second time. *New Adult Paranormal Romance* 1

FULL MOONS AND CANDY CANES (FULL MOONS)
Alyssa Rose Ivy Dark magic is no match for fate... Three years after Nancy's mom disappeared she receives her ﬁrst clue of where to ﬁnd her. Too bad the clue is delivered in the form of a half-naked shifter on her living room ﬂoor. To make matters worse there is another
shifter in the room, a wolf shifter she can't stop thinking about. Norm can't get Nancy oﬀ his mind. It should be easy because she's not his destined mate-- so why can't he seem to forget the memories of their kiss? When Nancy's freedom is threatened, Norm is willing
to do anything to protect her and to make her his mate.1

DAWN (THE DIRE WOLVES CHRONICLES #3)
Alyssa Rose Ivy It is always darkest before dawn. Gage and Mary Anne are on the run and determined to break Hunter out of prison so he can ﬁnish changing Gage. They look to Mary Anne’s college friend Genevieve and the zany Dire Denny for assistance, but in the end,
help comes from the unlikeliest of places. Hunter must end the hunt even if it means destroying his own brother and giving up on the girl destined to be his. With betrayal surrounding him at every turn, his best chance at ending the hunt is someone he is sworn to
hate. *New Adult Paranormal Romance - The Dire Wolves Chronicles #3)

WRECK (THE TRITON CHRONICLES #1)
Alyssa Rose Ivy Cade Daly is already a king, but he’s about to be oﬀered the throne of an entirely diﬀerent kingdom. Bird shifter Cade rules the supernatural world of the West Coast of the U.S. Sure, it isn’t the biggest kingdom, but the job comes with perks and doesn’t
take much work. Yet, he’s getting restless, so he heads under water when he receives a summons from the Triton King. Marigold Tidal is ready to be crowned queen. She’s spent years preparing to take the Triton throne. So why is her uncle oﬀering the job to a cocky
bird shifter? And more importantly, why does she ﬁnd him so infuriatingly attractive? Tempers ﬂare and red hot chemistry brews as Cade and Marigold ﬁnd themselves in a battle neither saw coming. *New Adult Paranormal Romance – Part of the Chronicles/Pteron
world*

LIFE AFTER FALLING
Alyssa Rose Ivy One tangled cassette tape. Two tangled lives. Cassidy snaps. She quits her job and ﬁancé all in the same day and ends up on her parents’ doorstep. In the midst of everything she is determined to ﬁx a broken cassette tape that she thinks holds the key to
rediscovering happiness. On her quest to ﬁx the tape she meets Leo, a guy as down on his luck as she is lost. What starts with curiosity leads to something resembling a relationship and maybe a chance at love. *Contemporary Romance*

THE HAZARDS SERIES BOOKS 1-3
Alyssa Rose Ivy *Includes three full length New Adult Romance Books* The Hazards of Skinny Dipping This isn't a deep book about ﬁrst loves or self-discovery. If you want a book like that, I'd be happy to recommend one, but I don't have that kind of story to tell. Instead
my story is about rash decisions and ﬁnding out that your dream guy is bad in bed. It's the story of when I ﬁnally went skinny dipping, and how my life was never the same again. Oh, and it's also the story of my freshman year of college and realizing Mr. Right might
have been there all along. The Hazards of a One Night Stand One small town boy, one girl who wants more, one roll in the hay... Hooking up with your high school crush is a bad idea, a really bad idea. It was only supposed to be one night, one brief departure from my
real life, but nothing ever works out exactly the way you plan. Colton Waters was everything from my past that didn't ﬁt into my present, so why did he have to show up at my college and pledge the one frat I couldn't avoid? Because nothing is ever meant to happen
just once. At least not the life changing things that mean the diﬀerence between falling apart and falling in love. The Hazards of Sex on the Beach One broken heart, one drink too many, one steamy night in the sand... No one warns you about the dangers of drinking
with a broken heart. At least no one warned me. I never imagined I'd fall for a musician, especially not one like Chase, but then again I never expected to have my heart broken into a million pieces by the frat guy I thought was the love of my life. Sometimes it's the
rash decisions, like hooking up in the sand, that lead you to the best places—the kinds of places where it's possible to let yourself fall in love again.

THE HAZARDS OF SLEEPING WITH A FRIEND
Alyssa Rose Ivy Warning: Sleeping with a friend might change your life forever. Sleeping with Kyle was never in the plans. Pretending to be his girlfriend was one thing, but letting our relationship become anything but platonic was another. The problem with mixing
friendship with sex is that inevitably feelings get involved, and when that happens there's no turning back. When Kyle's life fell apart around him, I needed to help, but doing that meant opening myself up to the most terrifying thing in the world—falling in love. *New
Adult Romance*

SAVOR (THE EMPIRE CHRONICLES #4)
Alyssa Rose Ivy Jared is Vera's perfect man—until he opens his mouth. An incredible body and set of wings can only go so far when everything he says seems designed to make her mad. Still, she can't deny her intense attraction or the fact that he is the closest thing she
has to a friend. Jared doesn't go for bear shifters, especially ones that are related to his ex, but he can't resist Vera's charm or the way she understands him better than anyone else. As suspicions build and loyalties are tested, Vera and Jared realize that they may not
be able to trust anyone but each other. *New Adult Paranormal Romance*
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FLIGHT (THE CRESCENT CHRONICLES #1)
Alyssa Rose Ivy Sometimes you just have to take ﬂight. A summer in New Orleans is exactly what Allie needs before starting college. Accepting her dad’s invitation to work at his hotel oﬀers an escape from her ex-boyfriend and the chance to spend the summer with her
best friend. Meeting a guy is the last thing on her mind—until she sees Levi. Unable to resist the infuriating yet alluring Levi, Allie ﬁnds herself at the center of a supernatural society and forced to decide between following the path she has always trusted or saving a
city that might just save her. *Mature YA/ NA Paranormal Romance*

WINTER'S WOLF (A COURT OF SHIFTERS CHRONICLES #1)
Alyssa Rose Ivy Four Courts. Four Fae princesses in need of a shifter mate. And a war for the ages. Wren is heir to the Winter Court. That doesn’t mean she’s cold at heart, especially not when it comes to her best friend and wolf shifter, Frost. Frost is sworn to protect
Winter Court, but he wishes he could do way more than protect Wren. As war brews, and the pair ﬁnd themselves in a literal diﬀerent world, will Frost be able to defend his Court and also become the Winter heir’s Wolf? *New Adult Paranormal/Fantasy Romance*

SUMMER'S WOLF (A COURT OF SHIFTERS CHRONICLES #3)
Alyssa Rose Ivy Four Courts. Four Fae princesses in need of a shifter mate. And a war for the ages. Coral is heir to the Summer Court, but all she wants is some control over her life. Between her father’s indiscretions, and a wolf from her archrival’s court showing up on
her doorstep, that control is not in the cards. At least not until she meets Staﬀord. Staﬀord has a haunted past, an unfulﬁlling position on the protective force, and no real plans for his future. That is until he meets Coral. As the world they know spins out of control, will
they give in to the intense passion between them and step up to take the roles destiny demands? *New Adult Paranormal/Fantasy Romance*

AUTUMN'S WOLF (A COURT OF SHIFTERS CHRONICLES #4)
Alyssa Rose Ivy A Court of Shifter's Chronicles continues... Four Courts. Four Fae princesses in need of a shifter mate. And a war for the ages. *New Adult Paranormal/Fantasy Romance*

SEDUCTION'S KISS
Createspace Independent Publishing Platform Never agree to a road trip to New Orleans with your roommate. At least not when your roommate is dragging you along while she reconnects with an ex-boyfriend. Possible consequences of failing to take my advice: 1)
Unknowingly going out with a vampire stripper. 2) Getting kidnapped by said vampire's nest mates. 3) Falling head over heels for your winged hero. Believe it or not number 3 is the worst one, especially when no one believes you that he exists. *New Adult Paranormal
Romance - Prequel Novella to the Allure Chronicles*

LUST (THE ALLURE CHRONICLES #2)
Alyssa Rose Ivy After years of searching Daisy and Owen have ﬁnally found each other, only to face the threat of being forced apart. If they are unable to stop Daisy from becoming an Allure, she will forever lose the ability to love. Desperate to stop the change before
time runs out, they must decide what price they are willing to pay to save their love. *New Adult Paranormal Romance *

HEART OF THE BEAR (THE HEART CHRONICLES #3)
Alyssa Rose Ivy Love often comes when we least expect it. Bear shifter Shaw is at a loss. His role as an agent for the Rangers has him running non-stop, and he can’t get over his best friend's decision to quit in the dead of night. He’s not thrilled about being partnered
with a human for his latest mission, until he meets Janie. Janie is homesick. The excitement of being a consultant for a supernatural agency has worn oﬀ, and all she wants to do is go home. She’s about to call it quits until she gets to know her new partner, Shaw.
Working together on a mission with high stakes and deception at every turn, Janie and Shaw might just have to take their partnership to a whole diﬀerent level. *New Adult Paranormal Romance*

SPRING'S WOLF (A COURT OF SHIFTERS CHRONICLES #2)
Alyssa Rose Ivy Four Courts. Four Fae princesses in need of a shifter mate. And a war for the ages. Lacey is heir to Spring Court. Yet, somehow she has found herself stuck in a frigid world. The one hot exception is Creighton, the wolf shifter who manages to both
infuriate her and drive her wild with desire. Creighton doesn’t know what to make of the Fae he ﬁnds out in the storm, but he does know he needs to make Lacey his. When the two ﬁnd themselves on a mission to save missing friends, will they give into their passion
and help Lacey uncover a gift greater than she could have ever imagined? *New Adult Paranormal/Fantasy Romance*

FIRST & FOREVER
Alyssa Rose Ivy Ever wonder what Levi was thinking in Flight? Find out in the two Levi POV novellas First & Forever. This combined edition includes both First (previously released) and Forever, a brand new novella. This edition also includes the bonus short story: The
Royal Wedding. First Levi's got it all. He's a paranormal prince with more money and power than he knows what to do with, but something is missing--a mate. He only has until college graduation to ﬁnd her. Allie's perfect but she wants nothing to do with him. When
attraction becomes something more, will he take a chance and show her who he really is or will he lose everything? Forever Levi's almost out of time. Allie's the one, he knows it in every grain of his being, but how can he make her see it? Desperate to keep Allie safe
and at his side, he takes the biggest risk of his life. Reckless or not there is nothing he wouldn't do to keep her with him... forever.

WAIT (THE PTERON CHRONICLES #2)
Alyssa Rose Ivy What’s worse than ﬁnding out you can command demons? Having that revelation time up with falling in love. Cade’s life has been turned completely upside down. Not only must he come to terms with a new identity, he must also deal with his increasingly
stronger feelings for Marigold. Before he can even process either, he must step into a new role he never expected to take on. Marigold is like a ﬁsh out of water. Even in the water. The one constant in her life has been her strength, but now she’s starting to question
that. As she struggles to rediscover her voice and power, she must also decide whether she’s willing to take the biggest risk of all—falling in love. The problem is, that decision may have already been made for her. Fighting to ﬁnd a way back to the life they knew and
the people they thought they were, Cade and Marigold discover that they may not be so diﬀerent after all. *New Adult Paranormal Romance*

BECKONING LIGHT (THE AFTERGLOW TRILOGY #1)
Alyssa Rose Ivy As Charlotte steps through the gate, she has a strong feeling that nothing will ever be the same again. Moving back to South Carolina after three years away, Charlotte knows she’s going to have to face people from her past and adjust to a new high
school, but she’s completely unprepared for what else waits for her in Charleston. Drawn through an old garden gate, Charlotte discovers a hidden world where she meets Calvin, a boy to whom she is inexplicably attracted. As Charlotte is pulled deeper into this hidden
world, it’s up to her older brother Kevin to rescue her. The problem is that no matter how hard Kevin tries, the rescue depends upon Charlotte ﬁghting her intense feelings for Calvin while mastering a set of abilities that she has only just discovered she possesses.
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DIRE (DIRE WOLVES CHRONICLES #1)
Alyssa Rose Ivy Gage was the ﬁrst guy I ever wanted. He was my ﬁrst crush and my ﬁrst fantasy, but he wasn't my ﬁrst in any other way because he never saw me as anything more than a friend— at least not until the night that changed everything. It was all Gage's
fault. He insisted we drive through the storm and take the back roads. By the time the storm hit full force we had no chance. One night of snowbound sex changed our relationship forever. The problem was at the same time I caught another guy’s attention. This other
guy happened to be the alpha of a pack of shifter wolves. I thought the wolves were the worst of my problems, but I was wrong. When things went from bad to worse I had to make a lifelong sacriﬁce to save Gage, but what price is too much to save the one you love?
*New Adult Paranormal Romance*
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